
A

ABA distribution (→ remote distribution) 
24 (6, 7), 28 (8, 9), 44 (17), 60 (21), 66 (23), 134 

(40）

α-type referential shift   18 (4)

archaic word preservation   116 (35)

B

β-type referential shift  16 (3)

blend form (→ contaminated form)  88 (30), 

92 (31-1/2), 140 (42)

blending (→ word blend, contamination) 

 132 (39)

C

“Central Plain” concentrated type  58 (20)

chain shift   146 (43-1/2)

change of appellation   13 (1-1/2), 18 (4)

Chu type distribution   28 (8, 9), 30 (10)

chuan shouyi   150 (44)

coexistence of word forms   140 (42)

consistency of the tone in Southern forms 

 78 (27)

contact of two lexical systems   124 (38)

contaminated form (→ blend form)   36 (13), 

82 (28-1/2)

contamination (→ blending, word blend) 

 62 (22)

contracted form  36 (13)

cross cousin marriage  38 (14)

D

designative   32 (11)

differentiation of phonetic forms of 

kinship stems   20 (5)

differentiation of usage  14 (2), 138 (41)

E

East-west opposition  60 (21), 66 (23), 

110 (34-2)

etymology  14 (2), 82 (28-1/2), 

86 (29-1/2), 120 (36)

exclusive stem   38 (14), 40 (15)

extra-linguistic factors  104 (33-2)

F

folk-etymology  72 (25), 98 (32), 122 (37)

G

Gan-Hakka   32 (11)

geographically complementary distribution 

 66 (23), 76 (26)

gradated distribution   52 (19), 82 (28-1/2)

H

homonymic collision   58 (20), 62 (22), 68 (24), 

72 (25), 76 (26), 92 (31-1/2), 120 (36)

Keywords index

* This index enumerates all keywords cited at the end of each map commentary. They are indicated

according to page number followed by their respective map index numbers notated in parenthesis.
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Huaihe-Qinling line  24 (6, 7), 68 (24), 76 (26)

I

infixed l- syllable (→ l- infix)   78 (27)

influence of prestigious dialect  88 (30)

initials system   146 (43-1/2)

insertion type word formation   50 (18)

inverted type word formation   44 (17)

isogloss   68 (24)

J

Jin dialect  134 (40)

jing mian  154 (46)

K

kinship category   38 (14)

kinship term system  13 (1-1/2), 28 (8, 9)

L

-l- infix  50 (18)

M

mai shui  152 (45)

“mid-weak-strong” type stress pattern  76 (26)

morpheme identity  50 (18)

motivated form   66 (23), 68 (24), 82 (28-1/2)

motivation   50 (18), 52 (19), 98 (32)

N

“Northeast- Southwest type” remote distribution 

 82 (28-1/2)

North-South opposition   58 (20), 98 (32), 

124 (38), 132 (39), 152 (45), 154 (46)

P

Paihang system  14 (2), 16 (3), 18 (4)

paired relationships of kinship stems  32 (11)

parallel change   138 (41)

paronymic attraction  92 (31-1/2), 98 (32)

phonetic attraction   72 (25), 76 (26), 

86 (29-1/2)

phonological grade   146 (43-1/2)

placement of the dead into a coffin   154 (46)

prefix   30 (10)

prepositional component   13 (1-1/2)

preservation of archaic pronunciations 

 132 (39)

propagation route of the new product 

 108 (34-1), 122 (37)

proper name characteristics of kinship terms 

 20 (5)

R

referential shift   13 (1-1/2), 20 (5), 34 (12), 

36 (13), 42 (16), 120 (36)

remote distribution (→ ABA distribution) 

 58 (20), 66 (23), 88 (30), 106 (33-3)

retention of older forms in compounds 

 24 (6, 7), 28 (8, 9)

retroflex  146 (43-1/2)

reversal of referents  124 (38)

reverse-teknonymy   40 (15)

S

semantic extension   98 (32)

sibilants   146 (43-1/2)

Southwestern Mandarin  134 (40)

specific stem   34 (12)
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stem dropping (→ stemization of modifier, 

stem formation)  13 (1-1/2), 14 (2)

stem formation (→ stemization of modifier, 

stem dropping)   28 (8, 9)

stem replacement   50 (18)

stemization of modifier (→ stem dropping, 

stem formation)   16 (3)

synonymic substitution  30 (10), 52 (19)

T

tone   86 (29-1/2), 88 (30)

traditonal funeral ritual   150 (44)

“tri-partition type” distribution  82 (28-1/2)

V

vowel opening degree  146 (43-1/2)

W

the washing  152 (45), 154 (46)

word blend (→ blending, contamination) 

word formation 

 134 (40)

 40 (15), 44 (17), 86 (29-1/2), 

102 (33-1), 116 (35), 120 (36)

Y

Yangtze Line   138 (41)

Yangtze type distribution   24 (6, 7), 40 (15), 

78 (27), 116 (35), 146 (43-1/2)

Yangxiongʼs Fangyan   140 (42)
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